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COMPILATION: sequence of topics in Physics First 
 
Date:    Thu, 2 Jun 2016  
From:    Bryan Crump  
 
A recent poster (Zo Webster) in the MODELING forum mentioned starting with CASTLE 
(electricity) first to "ease into the modeling paradigm and let their math classes catch up a bit 
before we dive into motion."  I'm wondering what other alternate topic sequences other modelers 
are using for this reason, especially with Physics First classes.  I'd be interested in seeing any 
proposals, but wondered specifically, if anyone was doing the energy unit first.  The bar graphs 
(I don't do a lot with the pie graphs) and the energy account language (based on Feyman's story 
of Dennis's blocks) seem very accessible, compared with having to generate graphs and draw out 
correct slopes and correct intercepts (with correct units).  I'm not positive I want to switch, but 
now is the time to consider. 
 ------------------------------------- 
Date:    Fri, 3 Jun 2016  
From:    John Baunach  
Bryan, 
I've taught 9th grade physics the past two years, and am entering my third year with modeling. 
The first year I tried a "proportional reasoning" unit, which was a flop (to say it kindly). I 
followed it with the qualitative energy unit that just included pie charts. The second year I started 
straight off with the qualitative energy unit, and included pie charts and bar charts. 
 
This year, I'm likely going to be doing energy again. I'm NOT, though, a fan of the layout, 
especially the "Feynman story time." It's an abstract metaphor that is *okay* at talking about 
energy, but it's really just a famous person lecturing - not at all in line with the rest of the year. 
I've never had a kid who "got" energy after listening to Feynman, so I'm considering redoing a 
big portion of the unit. 
 
Does this let the math classes catch up a bit? Yes, yes, yes. I'm oftentimes caught dragging my 
heels waiting on our math department to (rightly!) take their time covering some topic; it's 
probably THE biggest issue with Physics First. I don't think it's insurmountable, though, and in 
addition to having an ETM-lite unit at the beginning, I'm pushing to move momentum after 
CVPM and before BFPM. In addition to being more pedagogically sound (imo), it helps delay 
any quadratic/non-linear function for as long as possible. Pushing CAPM back as far as I can 
will hopefully put the focus on the physics and the individual models, and not on the math. 
 
As for when we get to that non-linear graph - I've got a whole bag of tricks to deal with that 
monster. :) Linearization is a mixed bag at the ninth-grade level, in my experience, and maybe 
doing it when they're almost sophomores will help. 
 
I've derailed myself - hah - but if you make the switch to energy, I've got a couple general tips. 
 
1) SYSTEMS. Don't skip them, don't hand-wave: make them EXPLICIT. I only started drawing 
system schema my second year, in the context of forces; this year I'm going to be doing them 
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from DAY ONE and carrying them through every model. This representation is SO 
IMPORTANT, for energy conservation, momentum conservation, and both force models. Being 
able to see what interacts with what is something I think higher-level physics classes take 
for granted, but it's especially important with kids whose brains are even less developed. :) 
 
2) Pie charts. I've actually grown to love them a little bit, despite hating them at first. The reason 
being is the system is explicit, and the system MUST be closed. Otherwise, the pie would change 
size! This limitation (EPCs are only good for closed systems) was a game changer. LOL 
charts are certainly more versatile, but hammering in the "same size-ness" of the pie charts really 
reinforces the COE. 
 
3) Bar charts. Love, love, love them. This past year I cut wooden energy "cubes" and used them 
sparingly to create physical EBCs. Physically *moving* energy from one account to the other 
was incredibly powerful. 
 
And like you said, it's much easier than drawing lines and finding slopes. They'll get to that, but 
this unit is all about SYSTEMS, OBSERVERS, OBSERVATIONS (qualitative vs. quantitative), 
and CHANGE. Energy is the catalyst of all change in the universe; you don't need complex 
graphical skills to begin work on the common sense conclusions that fall out of thatidea. 
 ------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Fri, 3 Jun 2016  
From:    Joe Kremer, Brooklyn, NY (soon Denver, CO!) 
  
I've done a completely qualitative bar charts-based unit at the beginning of the year with my 
ninth graders for a few years now, and I love it! It's a great way to talk about defending claims 
with qualitative evidence (connecting various energy storage forms to speed, height, stretch, 
slide distance, etc), as well as checking multiple representations (diagrams, bar charts, 
descriptions of energy transfer) while leaving time for algebra skills to develop. I know of 
one physics first teacher who felt after his first year with this approach that the unit was too 
abstract, but that hasn't been my experience. These two blog posts describe the beginning and the 
end-ish of the work we do. http://bit.ly/marathiskatepark 
https://observationsfirst180.wordpress.com/2016/02/18/energy-situations/ 
 
A few other benefits to ordering the year this way: Energy motivates excellent experiments for 
the transition to isolating variables, fitting trend lines, and making predictions:  
A) the effect of drop height on bounce height for a ball,  
B) the effect of rubber band stretch distance on the slide distance for a block (non-linear), and 
C) the effect of ball mass (or ramp height) on block slide distancewhen a ball collides with a 
block and slides down a hot wheels track. 
Another couple posts about these experiments: 
https://observationsfirst180.wordpress.com/2013/11/12/bounciness-index/ 
https://observationsfirst180.wordpress.com/2013/10/22/energy-paradigm-labs-lite/ 
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ALSO, energy analysis allows for a project where students choose *any* video they can find on 
YouTube, break it up into important "Moments" (clock readings), and use evidence from the 
video to analyze energy. This project has been an excellent way to get students invested in the 
course AND really get into energy analysis as a model: a tool for simplification. (And the posters 
end up looking colorful and amazing, good for pasting the walls with student work!) This blog 
post shows some examples of work from last year (they were better this year, but I don't have a 
blog with photos!): 
https://observationsfirst180.wordpress.com/2014/12/09/energy-project-posters/ 
 
Visit this page on my class website for a link to downloads of some resources I use, if you're 
interested. Click on "ETM" for the Energy Transfer Model unit stuff. http://bit.ly/hvaphysics9 
 ------------------------------ 
 
Date:    Sat, 4 Jun 2016  
From:    Colleen Megowan, Senior Fellow, American Modeling Teachers Association 
 
AMTA is putting the finishing touches on a revised and extended Modeling Physics First 
curriculum that will be piloted in workshops in Michigan this summer. Unit 1 is "qualitative 
models of energy storage and transfer" and draws heavily on the St. Louis and Shadyside physics 
first curricula. All beta units will be posted on  the AMTA site after they are piloted and then 
revised this summer--I expect them to be available for download by members by mid-August. 
colleen@modelinginstruction.org | http://modelinginstruction.org 
 ------------------------------- 
Date:    Fri, 3 Jun 2016  
From:    Eric Larson  
 
I have done a qualitative energy unit first with general Physics First classes. It has worked very 
well for me.  I also skipped energy pie charts and went straight to bar graphs.  The introductory 
lab was to use the PhET simulation Energy Skate Park to explore basic types of energy.  You can 
even change the graphical output to show bar graphs.  It forces conservation of energy, thus 
removing the need for pie charts that you don't use again.  I believe it uses potential energy 
instead of gravitational energy, but addressing that directly with students and refusing to 
acknowledge the term potential ("What is this word 'potential' of which you speak?") when 
students answer worked well for me. If there was time towards the end of the year, I would get 
into quantitative energy, but I was fine with just using bar graphs for the majority of my 9th 
grade students. I would typically then go in to kinematics after quantitative energy. 
 
I also have done CASTLE first with students, I also loved doing that, although the nature of the 
material and the sequence of doing similar activities with similar worksheets got repetitive for 
students.  I did not white board CASTLE activities, but had students enter data on summary 
tables on my Smart board - they still competed the Vee activity sheets. That helped move things 
along and kept the class from turning into a long death march that ate up the entire first semester. 
Students really tired of making white boards of similar activities day after day.  


